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Introduction

The origins

The history of electoral systems is characterized by two main
observations:

1 The progressive simplification of systems (mathematics make life
much easier!)

2 Long lasting disputes about which electoral systems is best.

However, a driving force for the choice of electoral systems are the
preferences of the constitution makers or reformers.

Because, in any case, people think rules have consequences (though
this is disputable).
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Introduction

Duverger’s laws (1951)

Plurality leads to two-party systems

Proportional representation leads to multi-party systems

Run-off leads to systems of multiple, loose and interconnected
parties

Because of mechanical (transformation of votes into seats) and
psychological (anticipation of the mechanical) effects

Psychological effects as party entry (citizen candidate model) and
strategic voting

⇒ The impact of electoral systems on party systems format known
as the duvergerian agenda.
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Introduction

Standard questions about the impact on electoral politics

Party system format:

How many political parties can we expect?
What range of ideological extremism can we expect among
representatives (relative to the range of extremism among voters)?
How politically stable can we expect governing coalitions to be (and
hence, how much political stability)?
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Introduction

Standard questions about the impact on electoral politics
(...)

Political representation
How proportional is the expected relationship between votes and
seats? What is the swing ratio?
Are there biases against some (types of) parties e.g., (a) in favor of
the larger (smaller) parties? (b) in favor of some particular party or
parties (due to the greater efficiency of their vote distribution or other
factors?)
How well are minorities represented?
How much pork barrel politics are favored by a system? What about
clientelistic dynamics?
What normative social choice criteria does the method satisfy. In
particular, for unidimensional competition, can we expect that the
preferences of the median voter (the Condorcet winner) will be
favored?
What type of representation does this electoral system favor?
Responsiveness, accountability, resoluteness. Type and ’quality’ of
representation.
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Introduction

Standard questions about the impact on electoral politics
(...)

Broader issues

What impact on party organizations, personalization,?...
What impact on political participation?
What impact on policies and their outcomes? (growth,
inequalitites,...)
What impact on the stability of political systems?
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Introduction

Some wisdom before actually starting...

Different electoral systems provide different types of incentives that
help structure the nature of between-party and within-party
competition, and the options and strategies open to voters.

Seemingly small differences in electoral systems can make important
differences for strategies and outcomes.

If an electoral system can be expected to have some consequences,
while another electoral system can be expected to have other
consequences, the consequences of an electoral system that is a
mixture of those need not be the average of the consequences of
each electoral system separately, or even a simple additive function;
there may be interactive effects.

Causality is always an extremely complex issue (endogeneity).

More later!
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The duvergerian agenda

Five approaches to the study of electoral systems

Social choice theory (axiomatic approach), not considered here.

Mainstream empirical research (Lijphart, Norris for instance)

Rational choice and game-theoretic models (i.e. Cox)

Social physics (Taagepera)

Embedded systems approach (i.e. Grofman)
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The duvergerian agenda Mainstream empirical research

Mainstream empirical research

Seeks to measure the effects of particular electoral rules,
cross-nationally or across different units in the same polity, by
techniques such as regressing an outcome variable against electoral
system features and some set of control variables.

There are three key questions which have dominated the
mainstream empirical literature:

How proportional are different voting methods in translating party
vote share into party seat share?
How many parties can we expect?
How does electoral system choice impact on governability?
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The duvergerian agenda Mainstream empirical research

Indicators

Party system format dimensions

Relevant parties (coalition or blackmail potentials, Sartori 1976),
effective number of parties (n = 1/

∑
(v2

i ), Laakso and Taagepera
1989; can be calculated based on votes or seats)
Polarization

Disproportionality

Disproportionality (Gallagher’s Least squares index:
LSq =

√
((
∑

(si − vi )2)/2); Loosemore-Hanby index of distorsion:
D = 1/2

∑
| vi − si |)

And swing ratio k (Tufte 1973): ln( s
1−s ) = k ln( v

1−v ) + ε

Thresholds:

Effective threshold: t = 0.75/(m + 1), with m as effective magnitude
Effective nation-wide threshold: T = 0.75

(((M+1)∗
√

(S/M))
, with M

average district magnitude, S total assembly size.
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The duvergerian agenda Mainstream empirical research

Some milestones after Duverger

Sartori’s (1968) Hypothesis: ”Holding electoral system constant, the
number of parties that we can expect to contest seats in a district,
nv, is an increasing function of M.”

Rae’s (1967) Hypothesis: The number of parties that can expect to
win seats in a district, ns, is a decreasing function of the threshold of
exclusion (i.e. maximum support attained without winning a seat);
party fragmentation then chiefly depends on district magnitude.

Party competition depends on district magnitude with, on average,
the following relation Taagepera Shugart (1989):
n = 1.25 + 2 log(m)
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The duvergerian agenda Mainstream empirical research

Illustration 1: proportionnality

Source: Norris 2004
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The duvergerian agenda Mainstream empirical research

Illustration 2: fragmentation

Source: Norris 2004
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The duvergerian agenda Mainstream empirical research

Issues and challenges

This traditional duvergerian approach is now ’closed’ for simple
electoral systems.

Research concentrates on more complex systems, or outcome
variable that are more loosely related.

One important challenge remain the link between district and
national dynamics.
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The duvergerian agenda RC approach

Rational choice approaches

Customarily is in the form of theorems about how electoral system
effects are determined by the incentives different rules provide for
the behavior of voters and parties/candidates under different
assumptions about the utility functions (proximity versus directional,
or some combination thereof) we ascribe to voters, and the utility
functions (office seeking, policy seeking, or some combination
thereof) we ascribe to parties/candidates.

A key feature of this approach is a concern for strategic behavior on
the part of voters and candidates/parties. Much of this work has
modelled party platforms as points in a multidimensional issue
space, and focused on how parties would locate themselves in terms
of announced platforms in seeking to maximize their vote share or
accomplish other objectives.

Downs (1957) is the reference for this approach; while Cox (1997)
is, perhaps, the most important contemporary exemplar.
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The duvergerian agenda RC approach

Gary Cox and viable candidates

How to think about electoral system in a deductive approach, going
beyond pure spatial voting (focussing on the psychological
dimension)

Myerson Weber (1993): at equilibrium, behaviours depend both on
preferences and perceptions of relative chances of various pairs of
candidates being in contention for victory (pivotality)

Cox (1997) generalized the argument: follows than n = M + 1
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The duvergerian agenda RC approach

Application to two round majority elections

Two round round majority systems are often single member districts.
Yet, the first round should be taken into account. Hence the idea of
a trade-off between the top three candidates.
Two ballot majority rule runoffs where exactly two (up to k)
candidates advance should have no more than 3 (k + 1) viable
candidates.
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The duvergerian agenda RC approach

Convergence and polarization

The impact of electoral systems on party polarization has also been
much debated following Downs’ logics of two party convergence
(towards the median voter’s position) under plurality system.
The very idea is highly dependent on its assumptions (15!) among
which the presence of only two parties, unidimensionality of policy
space, perfect information of voters,...
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The duvergerian agenda RC approach

Convergence and polarization
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The duvergerian agenda Social physics

Social physics approach

The social physics approach is inspired by statistical
thermodynamics ideas in physics.

It makes use of only a handful of key variables

It uses functional forms which must yield results consistent with the
boundary conditions determining the range of feasible outcomes

It does not attempt to predict the effects of electoral rules in
individual political units, but seeks instead to precisely predict
effects on average

It requires that the left hand (dependent) and right hand
(independent) variables be stated in a fashion that yields
dimensionally comparability

For instance, since the number of parties elected from a district of
magnitude m must be between 1 and m, they take the geometric
mean of these bounds as their best a priori estimate of the (effective)
number of parties represented in a given constituency of size m.
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The duvergerian agenda Social physics

Taagepera’s general theory

The electoral dynamics
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The duvergerian agenda Social physics

Taagepera’s general theory

The electoral dynamics
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The duvergerian agenda Embedded systems

Embedded systems

The hallmark of this style of work is concern for the impact of
electoral rules in the context of the overall constitutional, social, and
party systems in which they are embedded.

Of special concern are:

How similar systems can yield different outcomes in different contexts,
The need for care in attributing causality to electoral system effects
when the choice of electoral rules may be endogenously determined,
which leads to an interest in experiments and natural experiments
Attention to how seemingly trivial differences in electoral rules, e.g.,
different rules for nominating candidates, can have major
consequences.
The term embedded systems is introduced in Grofman (1999) but
many others use this approach without calling it by that name.
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The duvergerian agenda Embedded systems

Example: cleavages and electoral systems

Source: Neto & Cox 1997
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Electoral systems and party fragmentation

Electoral rules and the number of parties

Wrapping up what we have just seen.

Considering other aspects of important election rules.

Looking first at district dynamics and then at national dynamics
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Electoral systems and party fragmentation District level

Electoral systems effects

Mechanical effects:

Ns < Nv

Depends on effective threshold
Depends on districting maps

Psychological effects:

Strategic voting and coordination (perceived chances of winning)
Strategic entry by candidates or parties
Campaign dynamics: medias, lobbies and pressure groups (campaign
contribution, information signals,...), activists,...

Policy space / cleavages:

Equilibrium of M+1 as upper bound if sequential entry with myopic
behavior

Existence of party niches and logics of deterrence to entry by new
parties
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Electoral systems and party fragmentation District level

Electoral systems effects in context

Multi-district dynamics

Absence in a lost district can be costly in other districts (and
conversely)
Constraint on coherent platforms across districts

Multiple offices / levels of government

Various electoral rules can contaminate each other; second order
dynamics.
Synchronisation of elections (honeymoon, midterm,...).

Ancillary rules for general elections

Cross-endorsements? Alliances? (encourages party fragmentation)
Thresholds, bonus,... (deters party fragmentation)
Rules for running (endorsements,...) and party funding.
Primaries and their organization.
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Electoral systems and party fragmentation District level

Electoral systems and cleavages

Structure and strength of socio-political cleavages (party id,...)

Geographic distribution of social groups (concentrated or dispersed)
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Electoral systems and party fragmentation National level

Party fragmentation at the national level

Is a function of the electoral rules to translate votes into seats,
including:

district magnitude
total number of seats in legislature and distribution of district
magnitudes
other features as bonus, thresholds, tiers, cross-endorsement,
alliance,...

Is a function of cleavage stucture

geographic distribution of groupings
overlay of district lines on geographic distribution of groupings

Is a function of other institutions as...

Outcomes of elections for other offices
Synchronization of electoral cycles

Is a function of party organizations

Party cohesion and institutionalization
Type of candidate selection and personalization
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Electoral systems and social cohesion

What is the ’best’ electoral system for new democracies?

In transitions to democracy, the electoral system is supposed to have
a significant impact on democratic consolidation.

Yet, two polarized positions:

Lijphart: power-sharing institutions are best because they lead to
necessary cooperation.
Horowitz: proportional systems (and even STV) should be prohibited
because they tend to reinforce cleavages; AV is best because it forces
compromises.
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Electoral systems and social cohesion

Norris: it depends!

Proportional systems do not lead systematically to higher satisfaction
among minorities.

Majoritarian systems can accommodate specific institutions for minority
representation (reserved seats; targeted redistricting,...)
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Electoral systems and social cohesion

Gandrud: proportional parliaments are nicer!
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Electoral systems and social cohesion

Birch: but in any case, no run-offs!

birch.png
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes

Electoral systems and redistribution

Source: QoG
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes

Electoral systems and redistribution

Source: QoG
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Lijphart 1999

Lijphart: rediscovering institutions
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Lijphart 1999

Lijphart in the real world
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Lijphart 1999

Lijphart: consequences

Lijphart (1999): consensus democracies are ’kinder and gentler’ but makes
no difference in terms of economic performance

Table 16.1.  Bivariate Regression Analyses of the Effect of Consensus
   Democracy (Executives-Parties Dimension) on 17 Indicators
   of the Quality of Democracy

                            Estimated  Standardized
                           regression   regression   Absolute  Number of
                           coefficient  coefficient   t-value  countries

Dahl rating (1969)             1.57***      0.58        3.44       26
Vanhanen rating (1980-88)      4.89***      0.54        3.75       36

Women's parl. repr. (1971-95)  3.33***      0.46        3.06       36
Women's cab. repr. (1993-95)   3.36**       0.33        2.06       36
Family policy (1976-82)        1.10*        0.33        1.41       18

Rich-poor ratio (1981-93)     -1.41**      -0.47        2.50       24
Decile ratio (c. 1986)        -0.38**      -0.49        2.20       17
Index of power res. (c. 1990)  3.78*        0.26        1.57       36

Voter turnout (1971-96)        3.07*        0.24        1.46       36
Voter turnout (1960-78)        3.31*        0.30        1.49       24

Satisf. with dem. (1995-96)     8.42*       0.36        1.55       18
Differential satisf. (1990)    -8.11***    -0.83        4.51       11

Government distance (1978-85)  -0.34**     -0.62        2.51       12
Voter distance (1978-85)       -5.25**     -0.64        2.63       12

Corruption index (1997)        -0.32       -0.14        0.71       27

Pop. cab. support (1945-96)     1.90*       0.22        1.32       35
J.S. Mill criterion (1945-96)   2.51        0.07        0.42       35

  * Statistically significant at the 10 percent level (one-tailed test).
 ** Statistically significant at the 5 percent level (one-tailed test).
*** Statistically significant at the 1 percent level (one-tailed test).
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Lijphart 1999

Lijphart: consequences

Table 16.2.  Bivariate Regression Analyses of the Effect of Consensus
   Democracy (Executives-Parties Dimension) on 10 Indicators
   of Welfare Statism, Environmental Performance, Criminal
   Justice, and Foreign Aid

                            Estimated  Standardized
                           regression   regression   Absolute  Number of
                           coefficient  coefficient   t-value  countries

Welfare state index (1980)     4.90***      0.68        3.70       18
Adj. welfare index (1980)      4.29**       0.58        2.60       15
Social expenditure (1992)      2.66**       0.44        1.94       18

Palmer index (c. 1990)         4.99*        0.30        1.67       31
Energy efficiency (1990-94)    0.93***      0.51        3.50       36

Incarceration rate (1992-95) -32.12*       -0.30        1.39       22
Death penalty (1996)          -0.35***     -0.44        2.86       36

Foreign aid (1982-85)          0.09*        0.30        1.38       21
Foreign aid (1992-95)          0.10**       0.39        1.86       21
Aid vs. defense (1992-95)      5.94***      0.51        2.58       21

  * Statistically significant at the 10 percent level (one-tailed test).
 ** Statistically significant at the 5 percent level (one-tailed test).
*** Statistically significant at the 1 percent level (one-tailed test).
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Patterns of redistribution

Meltzer and Richards 1981

A major yardstick how to model the aggregation of preferences for
redistribution (no fiscal illusion; non-myopic voters; no public goods)

The basics:

People vary in how productive they are. Because productivity has a
constant effect on your wage, those who cannot earn a higher wage
than welfare would provide will choose not to work.
Income is not distributed evenly. Since it is skewed right, the mean
income will exceed the median income.
Rule for decision is majority rule. The relevant variables are the mean
population income and the median voter’s or dictator’s income.
Tax rates = distribution rates. All taxes go toward redistribution.
Taxes are flat.
Governments supply no public goods. In fact, they do nothing more
than redistribute.
If you get taxed more, you work less.
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Patterns of redistribution

Meltzer and Richards 1981

Results

If the median voter does not work (is on welfare), he will set tax rates
at exactly the point that a stationary bandit would (sets tax rates just
high enough to maximize receipts without decreasing total economic
output too much).
If the median voter earns less than the mean income, he will set tax
rates at the point that maximizes his personal income (the
combination of his reduced wages (since he’ll work less when there
are higher taxes) and his increased welfare payments.
If the median voter earns exactly the mean income (or more), he will
set tax rates at zero. Why can’t reverse redistribution (extraction)
occur? Because if there are more rich people than poor people, they
can do better by working harder than extracting.
Increase in inequalities increases demand for redistribution
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Patterns of redistribution

Iversen Soskice

Iversen and Soskice (2006) have argued that electoral systems
generate different types of class alliances, leading to different types
of redistributive behaviour.

Iversen Soskice: PR systems redistribute more than majoritarian
systems because dominated by center-left governments, because of
coalition dynamics.

Model: Society is divided in 3 classes (L, M, H) of equal size.
Results:

Proportional case: three representative parties (L,M,H); policies are
set by majority coalition of 2 parties; policy vector is result of
bargaigning where parties split the pie
Majoritarian case: two leadership parties (LM and MH), both with an
non-binding M platform; probability each party to implement platform
is πLM and πMH
Result in PS: M is always chosen as formateur and systematically
prefer to enter in coalition with L rather than H
Result in MS: ex ante probability of MH winning the election is > 0.5
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Patterns of redistribution

Results
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Political regimes and the size of government

Problem

A general model of policy decision: Persson Tabellini (2000)

Several politicians decide over policies in legislative bargaining; party
platforms are neither binding nor enforceable

Moreover, different types of core executive and legislative bodies:
different agenda setters; different rights for approving, amending, or
vetoing proposals

Hence 3 types of conflict interests: among politicians (distribution
of rents), among voters (distribution of income), between voters and
politicians (aggregate rent): a multi-principal - multi-agent setting
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Political regimes and the size of government

Policy choice in a simple legislature

Three groups of voters (J = 1, 2, 3) all of same size, each a located in one
of three district (majoritarian elections).
Voters preferences in district j : w j = c j + H(g) = y − t + f j + H(g) with
cj private consumption of the average individual in group j t common tax
rate, fj transfer targeted to individuals in group J, and g a general public
good
Government budget constraint: 3t = g + Σf j + Σr l = g + f + r
Policians determine policy choice to maximize present and future rents in
office and voters coordinate their strategies within but not across districts
Results:

Equilibrium is achieved if all incumbents are reelected; in equilibrium
voters of non agenda setting districts cannot discipline their
representative for more equitable redistribution since they compete to
be within the majority.
Hence, the model displays three political failures, departing from
socially optimal policy: waste (r l > 0); public goods underprovided
(gL < H1

g − 1(1/3)); a minority (agenda setter) receives any

equilibrium redistribution (f aL > 0).
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Political regimes and the size of government

Policy choice in Presidential-congressional regimes vs.
Parliamentary regimes

Presidential regimes
From the US model: different agenda setters (committees; houses)
and President has a veto power
Results: rents and taxes are minimized because voters exploit
separation of power properties; public goods are however
underprovided because of the strong agenda setting powers of the
minority (competition over transfers; targeted transfers).

Parliamentary regimes
Fusion of power and possibility of government dismissal
(governmental crisis): hence party discipline
Consequences: bargaining power is more evenly shared within the
majority coalition, then less competitive for voters.
Results: Rents are higher (mutual veto rights give all members of
government some bargaining power), voters cannot thus exploit
conflicts among politicians; underprovision of public goods is less
severe (members of the majority obtain redistributive benefits by
jointly exploiting the minority).
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Political regimes and the size of government

Persson Tabellini 2005: The Economic effect of
constitutions

Datasets: panel data on fiscal policies (1960-1998, 60 countries)and
cross sectional data on constitutional design

Estimation methods: how would economic performance of country
change if institutions were changed? (comparison of
counterfactuals)

Simple OLS regression: assumptions: conditional independence and
linearity
2SLS and IV: assumption: linearity
Matching method: assumption: conditional independence
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Political regimes and the size of government

Hypotheses on tax and rents
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Political regimes and the size of government

Results (1)
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Political regimes and the size of government

Results (2)
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Political regimes and the size of government

Results (3)
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Electoral systems and social and economic outcomes Political regimes and the size of government
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